WHAT TYPE OF TABLECLOTH
carbon
aphic DO I NEED FOR MY LOGO?
There are 2 main types of production methods for tablecloths
and your logo design determines the best method for
production. This guide helps you determine which method may
need to be used.
Option 1Heat Transfer Production

Option 2Dye Sublimation Production

Your logo or text is cut by a large cutting
plotter from a sheet of solid color,
commercial grade heat transfer
material. The material is “weeded” to
leave an image to placed on the
tablecloth. It is placed on a preproduced polyester tablecloth or overlay
then pressed with a large, hightemperature press to permanently
adhere it to the fabric.

The tablecloth starts a large roll of white
heavy weight polyester fabric. The
fabric passes through a large format
garment dye printer which dyes the
tablecloth to a speciﬁc color with any
graphics, logos, text or pictures within
the design. The cloth is cut and
hemmed into a tablecloth or runner.
It’s like “printing” but is on high grade
polyester fabric and the dye is
permanent into the fabric.

Pros: Lower cost, quick production time
and great for simple logos and text.

Pros: Nearly unlimited custom color
choices for the fabric. Logos can be full
color, multiple colors and much larger in
size. Photos can be included in the
design and the entire tablecloth can
include graphics and patterns.

Cons: Limited color choices for the logo
typically limited to a single color for the
entire logo. Tablecloth colors are limited
to pre-produced colors. Requires a ﬁle
that is in a “vector” format for the best
ﬁnal product. The logo is sized limited
to the bulk material size.

Cons: The cost for full sized tablecloths
are higher. Production time is longer
(typically 2 full days to produce).
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LOGO EXAMPLE GUIDE

There are 2 main types of production methods for tablecloths and
your logo design determines the best method for production. This
guide helps you determine which method may need to be used.
Example Logo Style
Simple Shapes, Single Color

Example Logo Style
Complex Shapes, Multiple Colors
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Option 1- Heat Transfer Production
aka Single Color Logo Tablecloth

Option 2- Dye Sublimation Production
aka Full Color Logo Tablecloth

General Requirements:

General Requirements:

Ÿ Logo and text must be solid shapes (no fades

Ÿ Logo ﬁle should be in a vector format such as

or textures)
Ÿ Logo ﬁle should be in a vector format such as

AI, EPS and some PDF ﬁles
Ÿ Non-vector ﬁles and pictures can be used if

AI, EPS and some PDF ﬁles

the ﬁle is high quality, high resolution

Ÿ Non-vector ﬁles such as JPG or PNG may be

Ÿ No logo size restrictions if it ﬁts the tablecloth

converted if the design is simple and ﬁle
quality is adequate. (Conversion may have
some inconsistences and not guaranteed)
Ÿ Maximum logo size is 14” tall and/or 42”
wide (larger sizes may be available
depending on logo layout and may be
subject to additional cost)
Ÿ Logo colors are limited to stock on hand.
Some custom colors may be special ordered
Ÿ Additional logos on sides and top extra.

and ﬁle quality is adequate
Colors are produced in the CMYK color
model
Tablecloth can be custom colors in any shade
at no additional cost
Exact color matching is not guaranteed
Logos can be included on the top and sides at
no additional cost.
A lower cost option for full color logos is a
table runner

Click for a
Product Example
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Click for a
Product Example
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FULL COLOR OPTIONS

A full size tablecloth with a color logo can be a sizable investment.
We some options that give you the beneﬁts of full color production
at a lower price point!
Full Color Table Runner

Full Color Table Overlay
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Ÿ Available in widths between 24”
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Ÿ

and 60” (in 2” increments)
Standard lengths of 72”, 80” and
90”
Custom widths and lengths
available
Runners are 8 oz polyester with
full hemmed edges
Logo can be repeated on both
ends of the runner for displaying
on both sides of a table at no
additional cost
Great when paired with a plain
tablecloth for a layered look
(tablecloth is an additional item
available for purchase)

Click for a
Product Example

Ÿ We were ﬁrst to offer the overlay

Ÿ
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and now we can produce them in
full color!
Standard sizes of 52” or 58”
(square dimension)
Custom sizes available
Runners are 8.8 oz polyester with
full hemmed edges
Logo can be repeated on both
ends of the overlay for displaying
on both sides of a table at no
additional cost
Great when paired with a plain
tablecloth for a layered look
(tablecloth is an additional item
available for purchase)

Click for a
Product Example

